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TYPE PROGRAM - ‘NU 8ER ’ 
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. 

REVIEW GROUP FORMERLY 

GRANT APPLICATION 
COUNCIL fMont& Year/ DATE RECEIVED 

I 
70 BE COMPLETED BY PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR //terns’ 1 through lend 15Al 
,I. TITLE OF PROPOSAL (Do notuceed 63 ~pewiter@aCea) 

Genetics of Bacteria 
2. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 

2k NAME (Lut Fimt. lnitirll 

7: 

Lederberg, Joshua 
2B. TITLE OF POSITION 

Pr,ofessor df Genetics 

: zc. 
Department of Genetics 
Stanford University School of Medicine 
Stanford, California 94305 

120. ‘DEGREE 
Ph.D. 

2F.TELE- 
PHONE 
DATA 321-1200 Ext. 5801 

X. DEPARTMENT,  SERVICE, LABORATORY OR EQUIVALENT 

Department of Genetics 
,2H. MAJOR SUBOlVtSlON (See tnstructionrl 

School of Medicine 
7 . . Aesearch Involving Human Subjects (See InstructionsI 

A.mNO B.0 YES Approved: * 

B 

3.DATES OF ENTIRE PROPOSED PROJECT PERIOD (Thiseppliutioo) 
‘ROM THROUGH 

9/l/73 a/31/78 
9. TOTAL 01 RECT COS7S RE- 5. DIRECT COSTS REOUESTED 

QUESTED FOR PERIOD IN FOR FIRST 12.MONTH PERIOD 

'-$559,039 $101,268 
. PERFORMANCE SITE(S) (See innWm=t;od 

Department of Genetics 
Stanford University School, of Medicine 
Stanford, CA 94305 

Congressional,District NO.17 

1. lnwntions (ffenewai Appliwnts Only - Se? lnstruerro~~ 

A. @  NO B-0 Y.ES - Not previously reported 
C. a YES - Pending Review Dmtm C. DYES - Previously reported 

TO BE COMPLETED BY RESPONSIBLE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY hms8rhrough 13and 158) 
9. APPLICANT OAGANIi!ATION{S) (See Instructionsi 111. TYPE OF ORGANlZATlON /CUck applicable irem) 

Stanford University 
Stan$tkd, CA 94305 

.IRS No. 94-1156365 

DFEDERAL OSTATE 0 LO:CAL a OTHER &acifv/~ 
P'rivate non-profit university 

12. NAME, TITLE, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF 
OFFICIAL IN BUSINESS OFFICE WHO SHOULO ALSO BE 

NOTIFIED IF AN AWARD IS MADE 

Congressional District No.17 

10. NAME. TITLE, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF OFFICIAL(S) 
SIGNING FOR APPLlCANTORGANlZATlON/S) 

.IK. D. Creinhton. 
Deputy Vi& President for Business 

zind .Finance 
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305 

T~lcphonsNumber415/j2'112300 x225 
i3. IDENTIFY ORGAN~2ATIONALCOMPONEN77O RECEIVE CREDlT 

FOR INSTITUTIONAL GRANT PURPOSES /See instructions) ’ 

1 01 School of Medicine 
. . 

c/o Office of-Research Administrator 14. PHS ACCOUNT NUMBER ftntw if known/ 

~TeIephoneN~mber(r) 415/321-2300 X2883 . I 458210 
15. CERTlFlCATlON AND ACCEPTANCE. We, the undersigned, certify that the natemcntr herein are true and complete to the best of our 

knowledge and accept, as to any grant awerded; the obligation to comply with Public Health Set-&a termland conditions in effect at the time of‘the 

SIGNATURES 
(Signatures required on 
original copy only. B, SIGNATUREIS) OF PERSONIS NAMED IN ITEM/:0 OATE ’ 
Use ink, “F’er” s&na Wres 
not accepteblei 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE LEAVE BLANK 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE PROJECT NUMBER 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
I 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT ORGANJZATION 

Stanford University, Stanford, California 
NAME, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, OFFICIAL TITLE, AND DEPARTMENT OF ALL PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL ENGAGED ON 
PROJECT, BEGINNING WITH PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 

Joshua Lederberg, Professor and Chairman, Department of Genetics- 
Vittorio Sgaramella, Research Associate, Department of Genetics m 
Stanislav Ehrlich, Research Associate, Department of Genetics 
Yehudit Elkana, Senior Research Assistant, Department of Genetics 

TITLE OF PROJECT 
Genetics of Bacteria 

USE THIS SPACE TO ABSTRACT YOUR PROPOSED RESEARCH. OUTUNE OBJECTIVES AND METHODS. UNDERSCORE THE KEY WORD: 
+lOT TO EXCEED 10). !N YOUR ABSTRACT. ,_’ 

,.;. Further.~ studies .:on,.the genef,ic. func.t,io,qs of .DNA, .$.nBaciLlus. subti&s and. +n 
Salmonella phage P22. 

Our work during this period will explore the terminal-join&g function of the 
polynucleotide ligase from Phage T4, as a way of inserting new genetic informa- 
tion into established genomes of bacteria and phages. 

LEAVE BLANK 

PHS-398 
Rw. 3-70 
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2RlVlLEGED COMMUNICATION SECTION II SUBSTITUTE THIS PAGE FOR DETAILED BUCCET ? 2.: : 

SUBSTITUTE PERIOD COVERED GRANT NUMBER 

FROM THROUGH 
DETAILED BUDGET FOR FIRST 12MONTH PERIOD 9/l/73 8131174 I 
. PERSONNEL (List all personnel en&a&d a on project) 

NAME (La.&, first, inftfaf) TITLE OF POSITION 

Lederberg, Joshua 
Sgaramella, Vittorio 
Ehrlich; Stanislav 
Elkana, Yehudit 
Bursztyn, Hela 
Harris, Ronald 
Evans, Peter 
Jennings, Johnnye 
Redse, Ruth 

Principal Investigator or 
Program Director 
Research Associate 
Research Associate 
Sr. Res. Assistant 
Sr. Res. Assistant 
Research Assistant 
Lab. Technician 
Lab. Technician 
Secretary 

t 
DESCRIPTION fltemize~ 

TIME OR 
EFFORT 

15 
100 
100 i 
100 
1(-J) : ., :: y 
100 

50 
1()(-J j : 

AMOUNT REQUESTED (Omit cents) 

: ’ 1 
TOTAL 

TOTAL - Same-as total for personnel on 
Subsjitute Detailed Budget Page ‘33 p 1c*ti --_ w. 

DATE OF DHEW AGREEMENT: 
INDIRECT 0 WAIVED 

COSi 
% sRtw* 0 UNDER NEGOTIATION WITH: 

Bee lnstruc tion j % TDC” 

.- 
1 *IF THIS IS A SPECIAL RATE le.8 ofhire), SO INDICATE. 

Supplementary Information for Personnel Costs 5-72 
For form PHS 398 and PHS 2Sg9-l 

. 
GPO 930-790 



ECTION II -PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 

BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR ALL YE.ARS OF SUPPORT REQUESTED FROM PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
DIRECT COSTS ONLY (Omit Cents) 

DESCRIPTION 

PERSONNEL 
COSTS 

CONSULTANT COSTS 
(include fees, travel, etc.) 

1ST PERIOD ADD!TIONAL YEARS SUPPORT REQUESTED (Tbisapplicarion only) 
(SAME AS DE- - 

TAILED BUDGET1 2ND YEAR 3RD YEAR 4Ti-l .YEAR 5TH YEAR 6TH YEAR 7TH YEAR 

83,168 87,326 91,692 96,276 101,090 

EQUIPMENT 5,000 5,250 5,512 5,788 6,077 

SUiPLl ES 10,000 10,500 11,025 11,576 12,155 

DOMESTIC 
TRAVEL 

1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
FOREIGN 

PATIENT COSTS 

ALTERATIONS AND 
RENOVATIONS 

OTHER EXPENSES 2,100 2,205 2,315 2,431 2,553 

‘TOTAL DIRECT COSTS ’ 101,268 106,281 111,544 117,071 122,875 

TOTAL FOR ENTIRE PROPOSEQ PROJECTPERIOD (Enter on Page 1, /tern 4) ___L ‘$ 559,039’ 

REMARKS: Justify all costs for the first year for which the need may nor be obvious For future years, justify equipment costs, as we// as any 
significant increases in any other category. If a recurring annual increase in bersonnel costs is requested, give percentage, (Use continuation 
page if needed. ) . . . 

Equipment: 'The budgeted amount of $5,000 for the year beginning September lr 1973 
(i.e. a,period between nine and twenty-one months beyond the time of writing) is 
based on past experience for requiremen,ts for replacement and updating of centri-. 
fuges, 'speetrophotometers,and other laboratory instrumentation, as well as for 
autoclaves and.other laboratory hardware. We are now reviewing‘a number of items . 
that are'.approaching obsolescence or may require major repairs (e.g. a $3,000 item 
on a leaky, large autoclave, and portions of a distilled water system), and are. . 
working out strategies for coping with these requirements - in some cases, too 
press.ing to tolerate a 9 month delay. We will therefore offer detailed justif%ca- 
tion for. specific items at a later date during the review'of this appli,cation, and 
in any event, will of course require specific approval from N'IH for major purchases. 

Personnel: Annual increase in personne; costs is shown at 5%. 1 ', . 

Dr. Vittorio Sgaramella's association with this department originated under the . 
auspices of the U.S. -Italian treaty on technological cooperation, and a.specific 
agreement between the departments of Genetics at Stanford.and at Pavia. .However, 
supporting funds from NSF relating to travel and operating funds for this program 
have been in abeyance for some time, p ending the renegotiation of the treaty, 
and NSF review of a specific proposal. In the event the treaty is renewed and 

~ . . . 
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. 

Continuaticin page 

si'gned, we will submit new applications to NSF, which may overlap to 'the extent 
of one of the three associates listed in the present budget. We will keept NSF 
and NIK informed, respectively, of these applications. There have been frequent 
delays in funding for diplomatic and other bureaucratic reasons, as'may be 
expected for programs that have to be kept in phase between-two countries. 

While Dr. Sgaramella's continued work.here for the next couple of years (with 
intermittent visits for teaching or other purposes back to Pavia) comes-within 
the spirit of the exchange agreement, it is entirely justified'by the essential 
contribution he"is making to our research program as outlined here. 

The other research associates named under Staff are transient appointments (annual, 
subject to the possible, but not committed, renewal) based on personal qualifica- 
tions in the specific area of research. It is -a random fluctuation, unlikely to 
recur, that both of these (in this particular grant and year) are non-U.S. 
citizens, with J-l visa status. 

PHS-398 
Rev. 2-69 
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S;ECTION’II - PRlVliEGED COMMUNlCATldN 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
(Give the following information for all professional personnel listed on page 3, beginning with the Principal Investigator. . 

Use continuation .pages and follow rhe same general formar for each person.) . 

NAME TlTLE Professor and Chairman BlRTHDATE (MO.. Day, Yr.) 

Joshua Led&berg Department of Genetics S/23/25 

PLACE OF BIRTH (City, Sra’te, Country) PRESENT NATIONALITY (lf non-U.S. citizen, SEX 

Mont&air, N.J.c U.S.A. 
indicate kind of visa and expiration dare) 

U.S.A. 8 Male 0 Female 
EDUCATION (Begin with baccalaureate rraining and include postdoctoral) 

INSTITUTION AND LOCATION DEGREE YEAR SCIENTIFIC 
CONFERRED FIELD 

,-Columbia College, New York B.A. 1944 Zoology 
College of Physicians & Surgeons 
Columbia University, New York (1944-46) 

-Yale University Ph.D. 19.47 Microbiology 
HONORS 
1957 - National Academy of Sciences 
1958 - Nobel Prize in Medicine 

MAJOR RESEARCH INTEREST RO.LE IN PROPOSED PROJECT 

. Molecular genetics Principal Investigator 

RESEARCH SUPPORT (See insrrucrionsl Current Year Total Funds X/effort 

GM 00295 Genetics Dept. Training Grant $143,964 $756,650 157, 
(five year renewal pending - total requested $960,956) 

Understudy for Dr. Walter Bodmer - termination grant: 
GM 14650 Genetics of Human Tissue Antigens 15,224 124,329 ci 7c 

Other but unrelated,programs; relationship primarily administrative: ;CONTINUED- 
NGR-OS-020 Cytochemical Studies of Planetary 

Microorganisms 160,000 3,800,OOO (14 years)% 
RESEARCH AND/OR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (Srarting with present position, list rraininqand experience relevant toarea of project List all 
or most representative publications. Do not exceed 3 pages for each individual.) 

1959-present: 'Professor and Chairman, Department of Genetics, Stanford University 
'1957-1959 : Chairman, Department of Medical Genetics, University ,of Wisconsin 

1947-1957 : Professor of Genetics, University of Wisconsin . 

Publications: . 
. 

Lederberg, J., 1959. A view of genetics, Les'Prix Nobel en 1958,. 170-89: 
Nester,'E, W. and J..Lederberg, 1961. Linkage gf genetic units of Bacillus subtilis 
in DNA.transformation. P.N.A.S. 47, 52-55. . . 
Nester, E. W., A. T. Ganesan and J. Lederberg, 1963. Effects of mechanical shear on 
genetic activity of Bacillus subtilis DNA. P.N.A.S. 49, 61-68: 
Ganesan, A. T.. and J. Lederberg, 1964. 'Physical and biological studies on Bacillus 
subtilis transforming DNA. J, Mol. Biol. 2, 683-695.' 

Ganesan, A. T. and J. Lederberg, 1964. A cell membrane bound fraction of bacterial ' 
DNA. Biochem. Biophys. Res. Coin. l-8, 824-835. 

CONTINUED 

RHSrL(98 
Rev. 3-70 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH - .Joshua Lederberg - CONTINUED 

RESEARCH SUPPORT (continued) 

Other but unrelate'd programs; relationship primarily administrative (dontinued).: 
% 

JPL Contr. 952489 (NASA) Mariner Mars 1971 Orbiter Project. 
Television Experiment $54,108 (final year) 

NGR 05 020 354 (NASA) Viking 1973 Biology Experiment 5,326 
d 7‘ 

RR 00311 (NIH) 

Proposal Pending: 
RR 0785 

Advanced Computer for Medical 
Research - ACME 

Stanford University Medical 
Experimental Computing 
Facility (SUMEX) 

362,632 

907,900 .4,806,900 

PUBLICATIONS (continued): 

Lederberg, J., 1966. Experimental genetics and human evolution. American Naturalist 
g, 519-531. Bull. Atom. Sci. 22, 8:4-11. 

Halpern, B., J. W.' Westley, .I. von Wredenhagen and J. Lederberg, 1965, Optical ' 
resolution of D,L amino acids by gas chromatography and mass'spectrometry. 
Biochem. Biophya. Res.. Corn. 20, 710-714. 
Ciferri, O., S. Barlati, and J. Lederberg, 1970. Uptake of synthetic polynucleo- 

..tides by competent cells in Bacillus subtilis. J. Bact. 104, 684-688. 

Lederberg, J., 1972.' Use'of computer to'identify unknown compounds: the automat . 
tion of scientific inference in Biochemical Applications'of Mass Spectrometry, 
ed. G, R.‘ Wallter, John.Wiley? Sons, New Yo'rk, p. 193-207; 
Lederberg; J., 1972. "Biological Innovation and Genetic Intervention" in 
Challenging Biological Problems -.Directions Toward Their Solution (Amexcan ' 
Institute of Biological Sciences 25th Anniversary Volume), John A Behnke, ed. 
Oxford Unsversity Press, New.York, p. 7-27. 

P.atton,.W.;'V. Bacon, A. M. D&field, 'B. Halpern, Y. Hoyano, W. P.ereira.and J. . 
Lederbe-rg, 1972. Chlorination STudiesi I; The reaction of aqueous hypochlorous . 
acid with cytosine, Biochem. Biophy. Res‘. Corn. 48, 880-884. 

7 . ‘. 



SECTION II -PRIVILEGED COMMUNlCATlON 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
. 

(Give’the following information for all professional personnel listed on page 3, beginning witii the Principal Investigator.. 
Use continuation pages and follow rhe sme general formet for each person.1 

NAME . TITLE BIRTHDATE (Ma. Day. Yr.) 

Vittorio Sgaramella Research Associate 3/19/37 . 
PLACE OF BIRTH (City, State, Count& PRESENT NATIONALITY flf non4.S citizen, SEX 

Milan, Italy indicate kind of visa and expiration date) . 

Italian J-l 1975 
El Male 0 Female 

EDUCATION (Begin with baccalaureate training and include postdoctoral) 

INSTITUTION AND LOCATION DEGREE YEAR SCIENTIFIC 
CONFERRED FIELD 

Liceo Classic0 "A. Manzoni"; Milan, Italy 
(1951-1956). 

University of Pavia, Italy Ph.D. ', 1961 Chemistry 

MAJOR RESEARCH INTEREST 

Molecular biology 

RESEARCH SUPPORT ISee instructions) 

None 

ROLE iN PROPOSED PROJECT 

Research Associate 

RESEARCH AND/OR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (Starting wirhpresentposition, list traininqandexperiencerelevant toareaofproj&t Listail 
or.most representarive publica tiona, Do not exceed 3 pages for each individual.) 

1971-present: Research Fellow, Department.of Genetics, .Stanford University :- 

1968-1971 : Postdoctoral Fellow, Enzyme Institute, University of Wisconsin 
and Biology Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

'1964-68 : Postdoctoral Fellow and Assistant Professor, Gene,tics Department, 
University of Pavia, Italy. 

Publications: See attached 

i3 HS-398 
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Vftforio Sgaramel la 

l.*‘On the Relationship between the Streptomycin and Ribosomal RNA Loci”t 
V. Sgaramel la and M. Pol’sine’l I i, Biochim. Biophys. Acta,lh9,496 (1967). ’ 

2.“Nbn Coinci.denza tra i Loci per la ,Streptomicina e 1 ‘RNA Riboscmale 
in B.sobti l.is",V,Sgaramel la, Atti Ass. Genet. Jtal. ,XI 11,320 (1968). 

3. III’solation of the Hybrid between Ribosomal RNA and DNA of B.subtiIis”, 
V. ‘Sgaramel la, S. Spadari and A. Falaschi, Cold Spring Harbor Symposium 

,on Quanti t. Biology, 2, 839 (WW. 

4.’ 18Progress in the Total Synthesis of the Gene for ala-tRNA”, H.G. Khorana 
’ H. Buchi, M. H. Caruther5,S.H. Chang, N.K. Gupta,A. Kumar, E. Ohtsuka, 

V. Sgaramella and H. Weber, Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantit. . 
Biobw, j&35 (196f% 

5. 3tudies on Polynucleotides,LXXXVI I I. Enzymatic Joini-ng of Chemically 
Synthesized Segments Corresponding to the Gene for Alanine-tRNA”, 
N.K. Gupta,E. Ohtsuka, V. Sgaramel la, H. Buchi, A. Kumar, H. Weber, 
and H. G. Khorana, Proc. Nat 1. Acad. Sci . , 60, I338 ( 1968). 

6. “lsolamento e Caratterizzazione di un lbrido tra RNA Ribosomale e DNA 
. di B.subti I is”,S. Spadari, V. Sgaramella e A. Falaschi, Atti Sot. Ita 

Biofisica, Napoli (1968). 

7. ;lProgress in the Total Synthesis of the Gene’ for a Transfer- RNA”, 
A. ,Kumar, M.H. Caruthers, N.K. Gupta, V. Sgaramel la, H.G. Khorana, 
Hi Buchi, E. Obtsuka and H. Weber, Amer. Chem. Sot. Meeting, (1968). 

8. “Enrichment of B.subtilis DNA in the Sequences for Ribosomal RNA”, 
V. Sgaramel la, Biochim.Bioph. Acta, fi, 466 (1969). 

9. 18Progress in the Tota. Synthesis of the Gene for Yeast Alanine Transfer 
RNA. II. Enzymatic Joining of Chemically Synthesi.zed Segments!‘, 
V. Sgaramella,,N.K. Gupta amd H;G. Khorana, Fed. Proc.,28, 2 (1969). 

.,IO.’ ” Progress on the Total Synthesisr of an Ala-tRNA of Yeast”, 
V. Sgaramella and H.G. Khorana, Symposium Lecture at the XXXVI I 
Meeting of the Genet. Sot. of,America, ,Madison, Wise.: (1969). 

I11 ;ITotal ‘Synthesis of the Gene for an Alanine Transfer Ribonucleic 
Acid. from Yeast*‘, K.L. Agarwal, H. Buchi, M.H. Caruthers, N.K. Gupta, 
.H. G: Khorana, K. ,Kleppe, A. Kumar, E. Ohtsuka,U. L. RajBhandary, 
J.H. van de Sande, V. Sgaramel’la, H. Weber, and T. Yamada, 
Nature, 3; 27 (1970). 

12. “Studies on Polynucleoti.des> C: A Novel Joining R&action Catalysed 
by the T4-Polynucleotide Ligase, V; Siaramella, J.H. van de Sande 
and H.G. Khorana, Proc, NatI: Acad. Sc..,6& 1468~$1~70~. 

13. l’Enzymatic Purrfication of a Hybrid between Ribosomal Ribonuc 1 
Acid and Deoxyribonucleic Acid”, S. Spadar’i,V. Sgaramella, G. 
and A. Falaschi, Eur. J. Biochem.,_lP, 294 tl971). 

14, “La Sintesi Totale di un Gene”‘, H.G. Khorana and V. Sgaramel l-a, 
Annuario -Enciclopedia Scienza e Tecnica, p. 135 (1971). 

eic 
Mazta 

1. 

15* IIT4 Polynucieotide Ligase-Catalysed Joining of DNA Duplexes at 
Their Base-Paired Ends”, V. Sgaramella,‘Fed..’ Proc., 333, II, (197l-). 

. * 

. . 
P . . . 



VITTORIO SGARAMELLA 

16. "T4 Polynucleotide Liga$e - Catalyscd Joining of DHA with . 
Base-Paired Elds"., V. Sgaramella, Internatl. 0olloquium 'on . 
'RecentAdvances in bimolecular Genetics, Dubrovnik, dept. 1971.. 

17. "Saldatura Ccvalentc di Doppie Eliche di &A ad Estremitb Comple- 
tamente Appaiate,' Catalizzata'dalla PolinucIcotide Li&si di 
!c4!‘, V, Sgaramella, Convemo Sot. Ital. Biofis. Biol. rqolec., 
Siena, Oct. 1971. 

18* ffTotal Synthesis of the Structural Gene for an Alaninc Transfer, 
EZ?A from Yeast", agthors as in no. 11, to be published in 
J. Mol. Biol. (1972). : 

19. 

20. 

93nzymatic Joining of the Chemically Synthesized Deoxyribo- 
polynucleotidzs to Form the DXA Duplex Representing Nucleotide ' 
Sequence l-20", V. Sigaramclla and H. G ..Khorana, as 18. 
n&zymatic Jdininlg of the Chemically Synthesized Dcoxyribo- 
polynucleotides to Form the DlJA duplex Corresponding to, 
Eucleotide Sequence 17-20t1, V. Sgaramclla, K. Kleppe; T. Terao, 
NX. Gupta and H. G , Khorana, as 18. 

21 l 

-. 

" Enzymatic J-oining of the Chemically Synthesized Dcoxyribopoly- 
-nuoleotides to Form the DNA Duplex Corresponding to Sequence 
46-W’) H.J. van de Sande, M.H. Caruthers, V. Sgaramella, 
T. Yamada and H.G. Khorana, as 18. 

22. 

23. 
‘. 

24. 

"Enzymatic Joining'to For&the Total DNA Duplex", XI;H'. Caruthers, 
K. K?e$pe, J,.H. van de Sande, V. Sgaramella, K.L. Agarval, 
II, Buchi, X.K. .Gupta, AKuma~, E. Ohtsuka, U.L. EajBhandary, 

.T. Terao, H. Weber, T. Yamada and H.G. Khorana, as '18. 

II kzymatic Jdini& of D1?A Duplexes at Their Base-Pairad.Endsl' 
V.'Sgayamella,, .H.G.,Khorana, as .l8. 1 

. . 
. 

"The Covalent Jo&ning of DIVA Molc~les.at Their BasePaired 
Ends", V. Sgarhella, to be published in "11 Farmaco',. 19721 

25.e " Terminal Jailing .and Linear Polymerization of the DXA of 
Bacteriophage.I?22'C!atalyscd.by the T4 Polynucleotide Ligase" 

V,. Sgaramella and P.E. Lobban,.'.subnitted to ?lature, 1972 

26. %%.rtner Studies on'% Terminal JBining of the BXA of P22", . . 
V. Sgaramclla, to be submitted to Proc. Natl. -Ak?ad. Sci; Was., 1972 



SECTION II -PRIVILEGED COblhlUNlCATlON 

BIOGRAPrilCAL SKETCX 
(Give ihe following inforr&on for allprofcssionJl personnel listed on page 3, beginning with the Principal Investigator. 

Use continuation pages and fol1or.r the, same general format for each person 1. 

NAME . TITLE BIRTHDATE (Ma. Day, Yr.) 

Stanislav Ehrlich Research Associate 12/6/43 

PLACE OF BIRTH (City, State, Country) PRESENT NATIONALITY IIf non-US citizen, SEX 
indicate kind of visa and expiration date) . 

Zagreb, Yugoslavia Yugoslavian - J-l 0 Male 0 Female 
EDUCATION (Begin with baccalaureate training and include postdoctoral1 

INSTITUTION AN? LOCATION DEGREE YEAR SCIENTIFIC 
CONFERRED FIELD 

University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia Lit. Sci. ., 1967 Organic Chemistry and 
. Biochemistry 

Institut de Biologie Moleculaire de la 
Faculte des Sciences de Paris, France Ph.D. : 1972 Organic ChemPstry 

HONORS 

MAJOR RESEARCH INTEREST ROLE IN PROPOSED PROJECT 

Research Associate 

RESEARCH SUPPORT (See instructions) 

None 

RESEARCH AND/OR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (Starting with present position, list $raininqandexperiencerefevant toarea ofprojtit L&a/J 
or.most representptive publications, Do not exceed 3 pages for each individ4.j 

1970-1972 Institut de Biologie Moleculaire, Paris, France 
1968-1970 Laboratory of Dr. G. Bernardi (Centre de Recherches sur les Macromolecules, 

Strasbourg, France. . 
1967-1968 Organic Chemistry and Stereochemistry Laboratory (Chief Dr. V, Skaric), 

Instiut "R. Boskovic", Zagreb, Yugoslavia. 

Publications list attached. 

bl HS-398 
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i STANISLAV EHRLICH 

Li st of Publications 
------------------ ---e------------m-m 

S. D. Ehrlich, G. Torti and G. ,Bernardi 

Studie s on Acid Deoxyribonuclea se. IX. 5’-hydroxy-terminal and 

penultimate nucleotide s of oligonucleotide s obtained from Calf 

Thymu s Deoxyribonucleic Acid. 

Biochemi stry, 10. (1971) 2000 -.- 

S. D. ‘Ehrlich, J. P. Thiery and G. Bernardi 

Analysis of Nucleosides on Columns of Fractionated Sephadex G.lO. 

Biochim. Biophys. Acta’, 246. (1971) 1.6 1 

S. D. Ehrlich, 3. P. Thiery and G. Bernardi 

The Mitochondrial Genome of Wild-type Yeast cells. III. The 

Pyrimidine Tracts of Mitochrondrial DNA. 

J. Mol. Biol.. , 65, (1972) 20.7 

G.- Bernardi, S. D. Ehrlich, G. Fonty, G. Piperno and J. P. Thiery 

Mitochondrial Genome of Wild-Type Yeast. . 
. Colloque.de la Sod 6th de Chimie 13iologique sur le DNA 

des Eucaryotes, Strasbourg, France, 16-18.3. 1972 

J. P. Thiery, S. D. Ehrlich and G. Bernardi 

Studies on Acid Deoxyribonuclease. XII, Kinetics of Liberation of 
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A. INTRODUCTION * . 

1. Obj&tive': The central research objective of this laboratory-for many 
years has been the understanding of genetic mechanisrrsin bacteria. For the last 
decade; we have put aside studies on conjugal exchange in Escherichia coli and 
phage-mediated transduction in Salmonella (Lederberg, 1958(39)]in favox the 
DNA-mediated transfer of genetic information in Bacillus subtilis. Our early 
studl.es were among the first to be concerned with linkage and with the details 
of DNA integration in this system. . 

More recently, and up to the present time, our efforts are directed at the 
gamble of finding ways to achieve molecular translocation, that is to introduce 
genetic.information, according to the free choice of the experimenter, into the 
genome of say B. subtilis. Despite the epochal advances in technical facility 
and theoretical understanding that many workers have achieved with respect to . 
the replication of DNA,. and to.its integration in the process of genetic trans- 
formation in a variety of bacteria, genetic exchange has still been restricted 
to pairs of rather closely related species. It would be of great theoretical 
and practical importance to be able to introduce, for example, sequences of 
synthetic polynucleotides or of mammalian DNA into a bacterium or a virus 
genome. However, the transforming systems that have been described to date all 
show a high degree of specificity; evidently a critical step in the integration 
of an entering fragment of DNA is the probative formation of a heteroduplex 
between the chromosome and the fragment, and the rejection of unmatchable, or 
poorly matched, pairs, 

Our previous efforts to surmount this obstacle will be summarized below; . 
they have been. superseded.'by Sgaramella's discovery (24 ), elaborated here, 
that the polynucleotide ligase coded by phage T4 (T4-ligase) grown in 5. coli is 
capable of 'mediating-the terminal joining of two DNA duplexes in additionrthe 
already known function of sealing nicks within a well formed duplex. With 
certain tricks the sealing function can also be exploited for the purpose of 
achieving molecular translocations, as has been done in parallel studies by . 
Paul Berg and his associates (36 ). 

. . 
. Our specific objective is the further exploration of.the chemical mechanism 

nnd biological effect of terminal joining of biologically specific and active 
1NA molecules, the correlation .of chemical'and biological linkage, the facili- 
:atfon of'preparing DNA from various sources to allow such joining - in short, 
CHE DEVELOPMENT OF MOLECULAR TRANSLOCATION AS A'ROUTINE METHOD' OF STUDY OF 
:ELLULAR, GENETICS.. . 

There is hardly a problem in geneti'cs, pure or applied, that might not be 
influenced by the technica ability to study the function.of a DNA segment in. 
L well standardized context of a bacterial or a viral genome. However; we do 
tdt underestimate the difficulties of reaching that goal, and specific applied. 
problems that tie hope to attack.in this'way are under- the heading "D. Signifi- 
:ance" rather than as'realistic expectations for-the .immediate period of this 
prospective grant. It.is to be expected, and certainly'not to be discouraged, 
that many pther investigators will capitalize on these applications, as has 
Been the case,, of course, for-such discoveri'es.as conjugation, transduction 
md lambda-lysogeny, 

*See page 28 for comprehensive reference lgst 
_. 
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2. Background: The general features of transformation are well known, 
and discussed in much detail in numerous reviews and texts (e.g., Stent ( 45 ), 
Watson ( 46 ), Hayes ( 32 ). A review by Hotchkiss and Gabor ( 33 > cites 
241 references through 1969, almost all of them relevant to the present discus- 
sion. We will then not.undertake a monographic survey or complete bibliography 
here.' 

The specificity of transformation, e.g. the rejection of E. coli DNA by 
B. subtilis, pervades the literature. However, few published repx are 
directed at pushing the empirical upper limits, perhaps < 10eg, on the relative 
efficiency of gene transfer between these species, or similar situations. Un- 
doubtedly, we have followed a common procedure +n not bothering to publish such 
negative results in detail. 

Gene transfer between 2. subtilis and other B. spp. is greatly hindered, 
but nevertheless does occur (cf. Wilson and Young, 1972 ( 48 ), whose results q 
concur with our own, R. Harris, unpubl.). The behavior of"hybrids" is consis- 
tent with the model of a requirement for regular duplex formation in local 
segments mentioned above (in contrast, for example, with a restric.tion(and host- 
modification? 
Hotchkiss (3 P 

ystem as is reported for Hemophilus (Smith and Wilcox, 1970 (44 ))). 
) has discussed the relative exclusion of some markers arising 

by mutation possibly involving heterogeneity at a single base pair. These 
findings help to delineate, rather than to solve, the problem of achieving 
molecular translocation involving arbitrary, alien sequences. 

An overview of mutation in bacteria compared to eukaryotes also suggests 
a basic difference in the role of chromosome inversion and translocation. These 
processes dominate variety and species formation in eukaryotes; they occur only 
exceptionally in bacteria, and then perhaps mainly in relation to the integra- 
tion and de-integration.of episomes. 

For this reason, in previous grant applications, I had postulated that 
translocation-mediating enzymes were a later evolution, connected with mechanisms 
of gene-regulation more complex than the sequential expression of markers in a 
linear' (or circular, or simple multi-segmented) pattern - the concept associated 
with the operon model of gene regulation in prokaryotes.' (One could also argue 
that eukaryote chromosomes have evolved multiple recognition sites, iie., that 

'this is one role of "redundant-sequence DNA_ "across which translocations could 
be sealed without invoking new enzymes. The report of translocations between 
mouse and human chromosomes in somatic cell hybrids ( .Ruddle, 1972 (41):, 
tends to argue against such a role . For this reason, some of our previous 
efforts were directed at the examination of DNA-repair mechanisms of a eukaryote 
in vivo, that is in eggs of Xenopus injected with'bacterial DNA. These studies, 
reported further in "4. Progress Report", have, however, been overtaken by 
Sgaramella's findings with T4-ligase, 

This recent paper, which.is appended, is the main foundation of our.intended 
further work: Previous work had indicated terminal joining of two synthetic . 
polynucleotides (Sgaramella et al., .1970 (43 >), each of which had based-paired 
ends (a.deoxynucleoside 5' phosphate paired with ti complementary 3'hydroxyl), 
a condition of the ends that may be termed'"flush". The present paper takes' 
advantage of the known condition of phage P22 DNA as a flush clipped ensemble 
of segments which are terminally redundant, but produced as if by a random cut 
in a circular molecule. Therefore, almost every end is different, and the ease 
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of terminal joining then argues against sequence-specificities for the ligase. 

Furthermote, P22 did not join terminally to linearized SV-40 DNA, the latter 
hav+g thus been shown to have not a clipped but a cohesive end, i.e., an over- 
lapping simplex that would sehk its complement on another strand. This SV-40 
DNA (obtained by the action of a sequence-specific nuclease restriction enzyme 
on circular SV-40) could, however, be homo-oligomerized either with T4 or E. coli 
ligase, both enzymes being able to seal a contrived, doubly nicked duplex. The 
paper itself gives a more complete, and possibly clearer, account. 

The problem of molecular translocation can then be reduced to that of 
securing flush ends on biologically interesting DNA. Alternatively, various 
restriction enzymes might have just the appropriate specificity to generate 
useful cohesive ends, or terminal,polymerases may be used to add synthetic 
homo-polymer cohesive ends to existing DNA molecules, an approach als,contemplated 
in the previously submitted applications in this series. Berg's group will be 
emphasizing the second and third of these approaches! and have, of course, al- 
ready achieved an outstanding result with SV-40 and lambda; we will be concen- 
trating on terminal joining. 

In order to pursue the biological activity of the oligomers, we have 
developed a transfection system (see Progress Report) for P22 DNA. (In the 
light of unforeseeable hazards'with derivatives of SV-40, we prefer not to pur- 
sue work with this as an animal virus in tissue culture). Although most promis- 
ing, the transfection system needs further improvements (which we foresee should 
be possible) before we can efficiently test the oligomers for biological 
activity. 

t. 
3. Rationale: This is difficult to state differently from the operatibnal 

and situational (historical) aspects of our proposal. The ultimate rationale 
is the DNA theory of heredity, namely that the information encoded in base- 
sequences of DNA molectiles is the material basis of heredity. Hence, manipula- 
ttons by.chemical, physical an.d enzymatic means of DNA molecules afford a way 
of understanding and cotitrolling the hereditary processes of cells. 

The particular‘cells we' are.concerned with are bacteria (atid.their viruses); 
and the specific manipulation that now gives us new opportunities for genetic : 
experimentation is the end-to-end joining of DNA segments, and eventually the 
insertion'of new genes into established genomes. 

4. Comprehensive Progress Report: . 

a. Period: September 1968 to Dectiber 1972. 
. 

b. Summary: (see also A.2.Background) We tried various approaches 
to the chemical cross-linking between DNA molecules, the addition of.synthetic 
cohesive ends, and laying the basis.'for identifying a terminal-joining enzyme 
in frog eggs. These false starts were superseded by the identification of 
terminal-joining activity in T4-ligase and its use in.the formation of oligomers 
of P22 DNA (24). 

We have also searched for deletion mutations in B. subtilis and were 
surprised to find that they are very rare, if they o&r at all in our strain. 
Heterospecific transformations (B. subtilis x B. globigii) were studied and 
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the model  that sequence hemology is required for efficient transformation was 
supported.. 

W e  have made a detailed analysis of the effects of chlorine'on DNA, but' 
eventual ly concluded that its effects on DNA breakage were incidental to effects 
on proteins, and that the latter was the principal site of cell damage,  How- 
ever, chlorine is a  (feeble) mutagen, and has an enigmatic effect on the burst 

'size as well as  viability of treated phage (lambda), It therefore deserves 
. further study as a  possible environmental pollutant of biological consequence.  

A variety of other incidental f indings are indicated in the list of pub- 
l ished titles. 

c. Detailed Report: The most salient f indings have already been outl ined 
under "Background" and in the Sgaramella paper (1972, (24 1, which should be . 
regarded as part of this application, 

A range of other studies avowedly of lesser importance is detailed in the 
remaining list of publications (seepage 29). 

W o rk not yet publ ished includes: 

i. (R. Harris)., A study .of the specificity of a  nuclease produced by 
B. globigii and not by B. subtilis. This nuclease attacks B. subtilis DNA 
more rapidly than that from B. globigii and may  therefore resemble "restric- 
tion enzymes"  in specifikity. The DNA from different hybrids is being examined 
to look into the role and nature of a  host-modification system. However, there 
is no evidence of such an enzyme with differential specificity in the competent 

.strain of B. subtilis as m ight be hypothesized to account for the specificity 
of DNA in transformation. 

ii. (I. Majerfeld). The cross-l inking of DNA with.various agents, of 
which glyoxal and glutaraldehyde appear to be the most promising. (The 
rationale.was that chemically. l inked DNA m ight be copied with DNA polymerase 
with a  mere skip across the link in the template. However, material isolated 
so far has not been-well enough defined for a  -cogent test of the concept). 
The work was interrupted by M rs.' Majerfeld's emigration to England with her 
husband prior. to the complet ion of her Ph.D. research. She may, however, . ,. 
resume .it at Sussex. . 

iii. (B. Brandt and J. Wachtel,  in press). On-the hypothesis that 
eukaryotes possessed an enzyme for molecular' translocation, we tried to . 

,. develop a  system for studying the effect of frog egg.enzymes, in vivo, on 
injected bacterial DNA. Following Gurdon, ('9NA synthesis was demonstrable 
on the injected templates. However, it proved to be too difficult to recover 
workable amounts of 'repaired" DNA from injected eggs, and .attemtion.was then 

. directed to the enzymes in the extracts.. These have been shown to contain 
a  DNA-polymesase with variations in'template specificity similar to those 
reported for the intact eggs by Gurdon. That is; Xenopus laevis DNA, undenatured 

but treated with DNAse I) was a  preferred primer, compared to E. coli DNA or to 
poly d(A,T). E. coli polymerase I prefers denatured DNA-from various sources. 
Larvae and immature ovaries yielded enzymatic activities with still different 
patterns of preference. However, on 50-fold purification, the egg extract en- 
zyme was less discriminating, perhaps owing to the removal of a  DNAse-inhibitor. 
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A ligase has also .been demonstrated in these extracts,.but has not yet been 
characterized, i.e. for temrinal joining activity., 

. 
iv. (V. Sgaramella and H. .Bursztyn, manuscript in preparation). 

Transfection in P22. The more or less fortuitous amenability of P22 DNA to 
t terminal joining'by T4 ligase naturally led to an inquiry on the biological 

activity of the oligomers. Published work in transfection with P22 DNA has 
been remarkably discouraging, efficiencies about 10-9 having been reported 
with spheroplasted hosts ( 28 ). In order to attempt correlative transduc- 
tion, we would prefer intact bacteria. Attempts to condition Salmonella by 
cold shock and CaC12 which has given spectacular results with E. coli (29 ) 

'were unrewarding. However, supernates of shocked E. coli cells were found to 
condition an R strain of S. typhimurium.LT2 to a low rate of transfective com- 
petence. (The supernate factorlis, of course, under close study). Subsequently 
it was found that limited treatment of P22 DNA with exonuclease would further 
augment the efficiency of transfection to a level now in the range of 10D7 to . 
10-g. We have not evidently exhausted the possibility of further improvement 
which would furnish another valuable tool. These -rates are still too low to 
expect the transduction of bacterial markers to be observed - nor have we done 
so as yet. 

d. Publidations. See page 29. 
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e. Staffing: (1968-i972) 

Joshua Lederberg', Principal Investigator, Professor of Genetics 

Professors A. T. Ganesan and Water Bodmer (until he left Stanford for 
Oxford in December 1970) also played important consultative'roles in 
this work; however, their research is supported and reported independently. 

Sergio Barlati, Research Associate 1966 -,1969 

Orio Ciferri, Research Associate * 

Vittorio Sgaramella, Reseaqch Associate 1971 - present 

klan Duffield, Sr, Resea.rch Associate 1970 - present 

Silvano Riva, Research Associate i969 - 1970 

Katherine Shih, Postdoctoral trainee 
NIH training grant 1969 1 present 

Bruce Brandt, Postdoctoral trainee 
NIH training grant 1970 - 1972 

*Professor of Genetics, University of Pavia, Italy. Dr. Ciferri played , 
an active'rble in our research and was in the iepattment of Genetics 

.,at Stanford from July to December 1966, September to' December 1971 and 
October to Nqvember 1972; 
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B. SPECIFIC AIMS 

W e  have n.ow passed the probing stage, and with the T4 l igase intend a  
systematic study of ways to achieve molecular.translocation. 

Perhaps this is also the place to remark about my  personal involvement 
in this research. During the past five years, I.have undertaken heavy corrmit- 
ments in pursuing the social and ethical aspects of science as a  matter of 
self-education and in relation to national policy (e.g. as a  consultant to the 
ACDA on the Biological W a rfare Treaty negotiations, and as a  member  of the 
National Advisory Mental Health Council); and in public educat ion and under- 
standing of science as a  weekly columnist for the Washington Post, and as an 
occasional witness before Congressional committees. 

Such activities, however one evaluates them, inevitably compete with lab- 
oratory research and I could hardly point to this period,as one of notable 
productivity in molecular genetics. For almost a year, however, I have concluded 
that I had now made my  main contribution to public service and.could concentrate 
again on my  laboratory responsibil it ies - and this has been greatly reinforced 
by the work on the T4 l igase summarized herein. W h ile I still must own to 
heavy administrative and some public responsibilit ies, and am still involved in 
.other research projects unrelated to this (involving computer intell igence 
and participation in the Mars 1975 Viking m ission) I am fortunate that, for 
various reasons, these also promise to be less demanding. And, of course, 
the graceful termination of my  regular column writing is a  particular bonus 
from this standpoint. 

I should stress that the present grant is the only substantial support 
to which I can look for laboratory work in molecular genetics - .the rest being 
lim ited to sharing in the department's training grant for st ipends for graduate 
students and fellows. My  name is associated with these and other funds in an 
administrative more than a  personal capacity, and I do not have recourse to 
them for this line of research. 

c.. METHODS OF,PROCEDURE 

this 
The detailed methodology is outl ined in attached and referenced papers,  and 

section will address a  strategic outline. 

RESEARCH PLAN - OUTLINE 

W o rk in progress sets a  substantial momentum. Our plans are'a combinat ion 
of opportunistic forays from recent discoveries and systematic exploration of 
plausible alternatives; In relation to the overall goal of molecular trans- 
location we perceive the following set of interrelated issues: . . 

(i) How generally to achieve proper flush clipping of DNA; 
(ii) The choice of donor DNA; 

' (iii).The choice of co-donor and of recipient genomes.and the associated 
biological assay systems. W e  have also to consider 

(iv) The functions of terminal joining in phage and by hypothesis in 
eukaryotes and further study of Sigase specificities; 

(v) Other problems 'that may  attend the integration and functioning of 
inserted sequences,  and 

(vi) Specific problem-oriented applications of these new methods. 
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RESEARCH PLAN 1 DETAILED '. . 
,---,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,----------~- 

(i) FLUSH CLIPPING DNA., The availability of monomer P22 DNA.of standard 
size :facilitates the assay for flush clipping of other DNA's of different 
length or composition. If these are, differentially labeled, terminal joining 
will give stable covalent complexes ,that can be separated in the centrifuge. 

We plan then to explore the flush clipping of various phage and bacterial 
DNA's by various enzymes and physical treatments, and also followed by exo- 
nuclease or repair-polymerase intended to rectify the ends. We do know that 
simple sonication does not work.' Some,evidence that ravelled ends bind the 
enzyme needs to be elaborated: If ravelled ends do compete we need to find 
ways to purify the flush clipped component of mixtures. 

Some endonucleases that reputedly flush clip may leave short simplex 
ends that could,.however, be rectified by exonuclease or polymerase. 

(ii) DONOR DNA; P22 and FRAGMENTS. The P22-P22 (homo) oligomers may give 
the first opportunity to examine a biological correlate of terminal joining - 
if they are biologically active. Obviously, testing these for infectivity or 
for rescuable markers is high on our agenda. If this succeeds much interesting 
work remains on the further dissection of the fragments. It also opens the 
opportunity to look at the addition of torn fragments of P22 (with one flush 
end) to intact P22 with respect to the genetic information that may then be 
introduced from marked phage genotypes. 

. 
E. coli episomes offer a wide range of DNA sequences with predictable 

biological activity - for example, the tryptophan sythetase of 4 80 (E. coli). 
If inserted into's 'continuous subtilis sequence the complex might transform 
B. subtilis auxotrophs to give an easily recognizable alien gene product. 
4s always, the proper clipping of these inputs is crucial. Defective bacterial 
phages of B. subtilis, reportedly'with nearly if not perfect flush ends (34), 
might afford ready-made fragments for temrinal joining to phage or to bacterial 

*DNA.'. However, a preliminary examination of such.a phage DNA did not give 
evidence-of terminal joining and this may leave open some question as to its 
fine.molecular structure. . 

. . . 
. 

Even more specific'sequences of DNA are no,w available Fy.'the dissection 
of DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA-hybrids homologous over'a.limited range, and by the 
reverse transcription of m-RNA's,. A .technically easier compromise is the : 
partial fractionation of total B. subt!lis DNA by differential melting ( 4 ). 
Reverse transcription of.pu,rified m-RNA from differentiated eukaryotic cells 
may be'the most practical general method of concentrating'natural genetic . . 
specificity to a useful degree. 

We foresee the further possibility of inserting synthetic homopolymer ' 
sequences which'should'sometimes result in the. production of the corresponding 
homopeptides. (Rogers and Pf u erer have claimed ( 40') such an effect with d 
TMV RNA.by poly-A, but without detailed substantiation: the issue being the 
persistent replication of such modified sequences; it is entirely reasonable 
that ehy will be translated into polylysine as predicted by the genetic code). 
Dr. Elkana's experience in‘the identification of synthetic homopeptides prompts 
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. 
hef interest in joining this,study. Along.the same lines,' we can, of course, 
foresee the eventual possibility of inserting artificial genes, e.g. one 
emulating the code for a transfer RNA as has been'synthesized by Khorana's . 
group (and with which Dr. Sgaramella'was associated before coming to Stanford). 

(iii) CO-DONOR AND RECIPIENT DNA. .P22. The role of the cohesive ends in 
the infectivity of P22 may be illuminated by further studies of the transfec- 
tion system. They presumably are.sufficiently important that terminal addi- 
tions to P22 will be rejected but this must,be empirically substantiated. If 
not,' we would be in the fortunate position of being able to extend the genome 
by a single addition rather than requiring an insertion and a double terminal 
joining. Dimers, if they were functional, could have the advantage of allowing 

-the disruption of some genetic information by insertions at random positions 
in one sequence while the other remained intact. With careful handling the 
cohesive ends might allow non-covalent circle formation, clipping and rejoining 
of an inserted segment to the two ends of the single molecule. It would be ' 
asking a great deal to expect such processes to occur with very high efficiency 
at an early stage of our investigation. However,, it should be possible to 
contrive genetic selective systems whereby even rare successful insertion, 
according to this protocol, could be detected. For example, a P22 genome, 
augmented with bacterial DNA coding for tryptophane synthetase, might form 
viral clones capable of growing in tryptophane-dependent host-bacteria. (Trans- 
ducing phage particles have been observed to exhibit substantial "escape 
synthesis" of the corresponding enzymes even in the absence of specific conditions 
for induction(47). 

For a number of reasons, especially the versatility of genetic functions 
and analytical,methods we would prefer to deal with a bacterial system. The' 
primary bottleneck is the need to discover ways of flush clipping bacterial 
DNA in a.transforming system like B. subtilis. Presumably it will still be 
necessary to insert new sequences in an ordered series to allow fcr homologous 
duplex.formation with the recipient bacterial genome on both sides of the 
insertion. (This is a'surmise, though a plausible one, rather than an empirical 
finding as we have yet to produce'terminal additions of sequences to bacterial 
DNA). This then exhibits substantially the same difficult as was mentioned 
for 'P22. It might,be surmounted by the.use of circularized sequences or 
through other methods of immobilizjng very ,high molecular weight DNA. For 
example, we envisage the examinatiOn,.Of high molecular weight, foided chromosome 
complexes -(49) of bacteria, If occasional loops of such complexes' were clipped, 
the flush ends might still remain near enough.to,permit an occasional orderly 
insertion by terminal joinings of added fragments., Bacterial cells, coagulated. 
with alsohol but broken to expose.DNA surfaces would be an easy preparation.for 
large scale trials of such acceptors,'. Density labelling of the added DNA would 
facilitate the preferential recovery of pieces of DNA in which inse.rtions had 
occurred, for these would be expected to have an intermediate density; these 
concentrated fractions would then be tested for biological activity. 

Foytunately? these.and many other problems that can now be antictpated are 
. 

amenable to being identified.and solved step-by-step,. We do not require an 
improbable global solution to find our path. 

Episomal DNA, already circularized, can now be transferred with high efficiency 
in E, coli (29) and this may be regarded affording an essentially similar oppor- 
tunity for the receipt of.new sequences that can then be taken up by bacteria 
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so as to test'their genetic specificity,. (I will have no hesitation in returning 
to E. coli if newly found methods for dealing with its DNA as a chemically 
isolatable entity repair the disadvantages that I had perceived it to have by 
comparison with B. subtilis during recent years. We have retained's very extensive 
library of strains of E. .coli and of Salmonella that could.be resuscitated for 
such,investigations. 
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(iv) FUNCTION OF TEBMI%!L~JOINING IN' PHAGE .' .' ' 
. 

The role of a ligase with new terminal joining activity in T4 infected cells 
of E. coli is obscure. Ligase-deficient mutants of T4 show increased recombina- 
tion'and a higher incidence of nicks but these phenomena give no hi 

6% of a 
terminal joining function as a natural process in phage replication. On the 
other hand, one might plausibly speculate that terminal joining plays some role 
inthe integration of double stranded DNA in the course of P22 transduction ( ) 

.but this would imply that either the genetic information or the enzyme itself 
is associated with transducing particles which may be free of viral genome 
content (30 ). We intend to study a range of viruses including different 

.mutants of T4 and of P22 to help' ascertain whether any of the indicated func- 
tions are prominently associated with'the terminal joining as distinguished 
with other capabilities of phage induced ligases. Mutants of P22 capable of 
differing frequencies of transduction would be particularly interesting for this 
purpose ( 42 ). . 

According to the hypothesis adumbrated previously, terminal joining may 
be expected to be a feature of some or all of the ligases of eukaryotic cells 
and our survey will include these sources as well. Existing methods of assay 
for the ligase are tedious and difficult and more work for their improvement 
would be a fruitful investment; furthermore, our survey may well reveal more 
convenient and richer sources of this enzyme, which is crucial for our further 
studies. Similarly, existing work bearing on the specificity of the sealing 
versus terminal joining functions of the ligase will be continued in order to 
get a.clearer understanding of the way in which these two functions relate to 
one another and of the chemical mechanism of the catalytic process. Much has 
still to be learned abotit the relationships of RNA sequences to DNA ligation, 
an arena,expected to be included in this study. This investigation obviously 
fits neatly into.complementary ones of looking for ways of shaping the ends of 
DNA molecules of biological interest. 

(v) OBSTACLES.TO INTEGRATION AWD'FDNCTION OF INSERTED SEQUENCES ? . 
,The motive for our search for deletions in B. subtilis was to provide, 'by' 

studies of transformation usizig DNA from the intact wild type into deletion 
mutants,' a model of what might be expected to occur when an insertion-modified 
DNA.'confronts a bacterial genome. 
in obtakning deletion mutants, 

As indicated; we have had'some difficulty 
but one or two 'putative candidates 'have shown 

a definite although modest rate of acceptance.of,wild type DNA. This is con- . 
sistent with a long t.radifion of study of transduction involving deletion mutants 
in Salmonella. Very recently. Adams has reported ( 27 ) in some detail on ' 
exactly this problem involving a large- deletion recognized by arsenate-sensitivity. 
She concludes that transduction occurs with nearly perfect efficiency but that 
transformation is impaired about a thousand fold. She doncluded "that the ' 
physiological state of competence is at least partially responsible for the 
exclusion of.non-homologous DNA sequences regardless if they'are,of transforming 
or transducing priggn".. The-reduced efficiency in transformation.may reflect 
the rather extensive size of the deleted segment; in any case, this finding, 
although dampening, is not fatally discouraging and more doubtless remains to 
be learned about the conditions that will permit deletion.mutants to be 

'efficiently'transformed. Precisely the same craftmanship will then be useful 
in setting up the most appropriate experimental conditions for achieving new 
insertions. 
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Again, we are fortunate to have powerful selective teohniques to be able to 
discover even rare WsuccessfuY' events out of a.large population of failures. 
Furthermore, a single insertion-transformed clone, when the .genetic informa- . 
tion comes from a different species, should be susceptible of unambiguous' 
diagnosis by immunological'or eventually amino ac%d sequence analysis of the . 
protein products 

.(vi) PROBLEMS. Although most of this discussion is oriented toward the 
perfection of an invaluable technique, this can hardly be achieved without a 

'deeper understanding of the subtleties of DNA specificity and of the cellular 
mechanisms which are involved in the rejection of invading DNA molecules which 

,may often have pathogenic portent. These investigations, therefore, must lean 
heavily on what is already known of cellular discrimination against viruses 
and of the circumstances where this may be expected to break down. By the same 
token it also bears on the mechanisms of speciation in bacteria and on the . 
most general evolutionary problems. 

Besides the questions that are inherently incidental to the achievement 
of molecular translocation and which concern the panoply of enzymes concerned 
with DNA replication and recombination, there are a number of specific questions 
whose solution would be greatly facilitated by the development of these tech- 
niques. They would fall generally in two categories: (1) where the ability 
to conduct any DNA transformations with respect to a given genetic trait is 
already the crucial advance and (2) where the relocation of genetic informa- 
tion within the genome is of immediate importance. Under the first heading, 
we would have a large variety of problems that arise in the genetics of 
bacterial species for which recombination systems have not yet been described, 
but from whfch DNA can .be extracted and which DNA is undoubtedly at the basis 
of ,their hereditary specificity. Both headings comprise a considerable range 
of questions that concern regulatory mechanisms in bacteria. The one of 
most proximate interest to us, in an extension of a long history of previous 
work, doncerns'the mechanism of phase variation in Salmonella,( 38, 35 >. 
.Although it was established long ago that.the alternation of flagellar antigenic 
specificity is based 'on an "alternation of state" at a specific locus in '. 

. Salmonella, we have never been able to ascertain for sure whether this.involves 
a substitution within the DNA..sequence or some kind of epinucleic modification, 
possibly more bkin to regulatory phenomena.in higher-organisms. Any system 
that would allow a high efficiency af transfotiation with purified DNA would 
serve to help solve'this problem; for one could determine whether the alterna- 
tion .of state was inherent in purified DNA or'not. It is,problematical, how- . 
ever, .whether this will be achieved more readily as a restricted problem in 
its 09 right or as an example of gene transfer, say, from Salmonella to . ' 
Bacillus subtilis. . : 

The same remarks ,apply to the'application of these techniques to' the. * 
study of ,genetic specificity of DNA from eukaryotes by transplanting segments 
to a bacterium or a virus. Artificial microbial compl,exes with genetic infor-. 
mation from ,eukaryotic.nuclei could presumably help answer many deep'questions 
about differentiation, diversification in antibody' formation, the genetic 
foundations of differences between normal and neoplastic cells, indeed 
represent a large scale extension of existing approaches in the genetics of 
somatic eukaryotic cells. 

Some more directly applied implications of these techniques are addressed 
in section D. 
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D. SIGNIFICANCE 

In the previous paragraphs; I have stressed some of the more theoretical . 
'outcomes that might be expected from the technique of molecular translocation. 
At a more applied level, one should simply say that this should give us a whole 
new set of tools for the artificial breeding of new kinds of hybrid cells 
and species, allowing for a general disregard of existing barriers to recombina- 
tion. It may be a long way before such techniques can be extrapolated to crop 
plants with obvious implications for agriculture; and, longer still to animals; 
and, there are of course obvious.ethical barriers to experimentation in man 
in this regard. As I have outlined in a recent reflective article ( 25 ), 
.I believe that it is a great mistake to discuss genetic engineering as if man 
were the implied primary target: this is no more likely to be true than it has 
been for the application of Mendelism for genetic engineering. On the other 
hand, the genetic engineering of bacteria and viruses can lead to the ready 
availability for therapy and for prophylaxis of biological products which are 
now vanishirgiy scarce, to experimentation with new evolutions of amino acid 
sequences, and to a new repertoire of diagnostic procedures, particularly for 
situations involving genetic deviation. These "genetic engineering" applica- 
tions should pose no significant ethical problems since they involve no 
manipulation of human or prospectively human subjects, but merely the extrac- 
tion of very short sequences of DNA from a mammal or man and its implantation 
in a microbe. The theoretically feasible capacity to produce isolated anti- 
genie proteins characteristic of pathogenic viruses in innocuous organisms 
that can be grown cheaply on a large scale would already be sufficient to repay 
the investment in this kind of work many times over. 

E. FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

The Department of Genetics and the Kennedy Laboratories for Molecular 
Medicine have been operating for many years as a well equipped research 1 . 

. laboratory in this field with,all the principal facilities that are pertinent 
tp molecular biology research... Equipment requirements'will have to do mainly 
with,replacement of specific items 'as they are worn out or occasional updatings 
of specialized items,. In addition, we h&e been fortunate in being able to 
ass.embld some quite sophisticated instrumentation capabilities, initially 
with help frbm the N.A,S;A. and subsequently from the biotechnology resources ' 
branch,of NIX; While-these computer and other advanced instrumentation'facil- 
ities are mainly directed to other pur,poses they have often proven useful in . . 
solving specific analytical problems,. for example the applicition of mass . 
spectrcmetry.to the identification.of N-chlorocytosine ( -26 >. . 
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